Semirelativity in semiconductors: a review.
An analogy between behavior of electrons in narrow-gap semiconductors (NGS) and relativistic electrons in vacuum is reviewed. Energy band structures [Formula: see text] are considered for various NGS materials and their correspondence to the energy-momentum relation in special relativity is emphasized. It is indicated that special relativity for vacuum is analogous to a two-band [Formula: see text] description for NGS. The maximum electron velocity in NGS is [Formula: see text], which corresponds to the light velocity in vacuum. An effective mass of charge carriers in semiconductors is introduced, relating their velocity to quasimomentum and it is shown that this mass depends on electron energy (or velocity) in a way similar to the mass of free relativistic electrons. In [Formula: see text] alloys one can reach vanishing energy gap at which electrons and light holes become three-dimensional massless Dirac fermions. A wavelength [Formula: see text] is defined for NGS, in analogy to the Compton wavelength in relativistic quantum mechanics. It is estimated that [Formula: see text] is on the order of tens of Angstroms in typical semiconducting materials which is experimentally confirmed in tunneling experiments on energy dispersion in the forbidden gap. Statistical properties of the electron gas in NGS are calculated and their similarity is demonstrated to those of the Juttner gas of relativistic particles. Interband electron tunneling in NGS is described and shown to be in close analogy to the predicted but unobserved tunneling between negative and positive energies resulting from the Dirac equation for free electrons. It is demonstrated that the relativistic analogy holds for orbital and spin properties of electrons in the presence of an external magnetic field. In particular, it is shown that the spin magnetic moment of both NGS electrons and relativistic electrons approaches zero with increasing energy. This conclusion is confirmed experimentally for NGS. Electrons in crossed electric and magnetic fields are described theoretically and experimentally. It is only the two-band description for NGS, equivalent to the Dirac or Klein-Gordon equations for free particles, that gives a correct account of experimental results in this situation. A transverse Doppler shift in the cyclotron resonance observed in crossed fields in InSb indicates that there exists a time dilatation between an oscillating electron and an observer. The phenomenon of Zitterbewegung (ZB, trembling motion) for electrons in NGS is considered theoretically, following the original proposition of Schrödinger for free relativistic electrons in vacuum. The two descriptions are in close analogy, but the frequency of ZB for electrons in NGS is orders of magnitude lower and its amplitude orders of magnitude higher making possible experimental observations in semiconductors considerably more favorable. Finally, graphene and carbon nanotubes, as well as topological insulators are considered in the framework of relativistic analogy. These systems, with their linear energy-quasimomentum dispersions, illustrate the extreme semirelativistic regime. Experimental results for the energy dispersions and the Landau quantizations in the presence of a magnetic field are quoted and their analogy to the behavior of free relativistic electrons is discussed. Approximations and restrictions of the relativistic analogy are emphasized. On the other hand, it is indicated that in various situations it is considerably easier to observe semirelativistic effects in semiconductors than the relativistic effects in vacuum.